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A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICINE. By Charles Singer, Lecturer on the
History of Medicine, University of London. Oxford University Press.
Condensing the entire known history of medicine into a single
very readable and enjoyable volume, this book is precisely what its
title implies. Passing rather lightly over early history the author
devotes about two-thirds of the volume to modern medicine con-
sidering it from a somewhat philosophical aspect. He depicts the
medicine of Hippocrates as derived from three main sources: Mi-
noan, Assyrian, and Egyptian. From Hippocrates, Aristotle, and
Aesculapius he turns to Roman medicine and to Galen, with whom
the early period ends. He then bridges the gap through the Dark
Ages to the Renaissance-a long dismal period for science and for
medicine in particular, during which Galen was the only authority
on things anatomical and medical. This period lasted from A.D.
200 to I5o-a long time for one man to dominate such a vast field.
Modern medicine is considered as beginning with the anatomist
Vesalius and with the physiologist Harvey. Vesalius was the first
to question the dicta of Galen and to prove his points by public dis-
section. With Harvey's discovery, and proof, of the circulation of
the blood, began the science of Physiology, thus establishing the
foundation of modern clinical medicine. The story of medicine is
then carried down to the present in rather more detail.
The writer states in the preface that he is a vitalist-something
rare in this day and age-to quote his own words. He expends
some space, toward the end of the book, enlarging upon this point
in a fashion not in the least dogmatic.
Only such names are mentioned in the book as seem important
to the author in the development of medicine. The language is
surprisingly free of medical terms and the book can, therefore, be
read with ease by those lacking specific medical training. Inasmuch
as histories of medicine are usually rather formidable works of two
or three large volumes, the "Short History of Medicine" is an ideal
book for those desiring a concise, comprehensive view of the subject.
D. F. HARVEY.
TEXT BOOK OF ZOOLOGY. By Parker Haswell. 4th edition. Macmillan.
The teaching of Zoology has changed markedly in the thirty
years since the first edition of this hand book appeared. Morphol-YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
ogy as such has fallen on evil days. The modern text books con-
cern themselves atlength with the fundamental principles ofbiology,
making use of structure only in so far as it serves to explain and
darify functional activity. Every effort has been made to get away
from dead, static Anatomy into living, dynamic principles. Praise-
worthy as this attempt has been, it has in many instances gone too
far, substituting somewhat vague generalizations for real knowledge
of structure and function. It is, therefore, refreshing to see an
author and a publisher with sufficient courage to reissue in but
slightly modified form the fourth edition of this text book of Zo-
ology.
The first volume, revised by Dr. W. D. Lang of the British
Museum of Natural History, is concerned with the taxonomy of the
invertebrates, with a sufficiently detailed description of a carefully
selected example of each class. A brief consideration of the inter-
relationships is added for each of the phyla, giving in a short space
a brief summary of the zoological forms.
The second volume, revised by Mr. C. Foster Cooper, director
of the University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge, is devoted en-
tirely to the chordates. Here again examples of the classes are
described, together with a consideration of the systematic position,
the distinctive characters, and the general organization of the class.
In complete inversion of the current method some twenty-five pages
are given to the philosophy of Zoology; a brief illuminating account
of certain factors underlying the development of the science of Zo-
ology. Additional chapters on geographical and geological distri-
bution, and on the history of Zoology complete the second volume.
The text book is a mine of information for the student of biology,
offering a ready reference for mooted questions in the structure of
animal life. In every instance the description is sufficient for the
general needs of the student and in many specific instances it is
sufficiently detailed to provide necessary information to the more ad-
vanced student. The modern student of biology sadly needs more
of the knowledge contained in these two volumes.
H. S. BURR.
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